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Helen and Bill Thayer, accompanied by their part-wolf, mostly Husky dog, Charlie, set out to live

among wild wolf packs &#8212; first in the Canadian Yukon and then in the Arctic. When they set up

camp within 100 feet of a wolf den, they were greeted with apprehension. But they establish trust

over time because the wolves accept Charlie as the alpha male of the newly arrived "pack."

Readers travel with the Thayers as they learn about wolf family structure, view the intricacies of the

hunt, the wolvesâ€™ finely honed survival skills, and playfulness.
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This book is my second literary experience with Helen Thayer and her dog Charlie following her

2002 book "Polar Dream," in which the pair join together as Ms. Thayer became the first woman

(and oldest person at 50) to walk and ski solo (not counting Charlie) to the Magnetic North Pole. In

this adventure her husband Bill joins the pair as they spend a year living with wolves in the wild

above the Arctic Circle. It's easy to see why the National Geographic Society/National Public Radio

has named Ms. Thayer one of the great explorers of the 20th Century. Her stamina and

perseverance are phenomenal. The trio infiltrates the Richardson Mountains in Canada's Yukon

Territory in search of the greatest villains in all of children's literature. After struggling through most

difficult terrains, they come upon a family of wolves and spend months living in a tent within the

animals' sight studying the social interplay of these beasts. Completing this phase of their

adventure, they sadly leave this family and trek further north into the shifting and dangerous ice of



Beaufort Sea to discover the wintertime interplay between wolves and polar bears, considered by

many to be the most dangerous of all wild animals. After this near-death adventure, they ski back to

the Mackenzie Delta and set up housekeeping next to another group of wolves. The hardships and

danger the three faces on a daily basis are amazing to contemplate. The payoff from this book is

two-fold. First, the scientific data discovered for the first time. But maybe more importantly is the

realization that these creatures are truly magnificent and caring individuals, and anyone who reads

this book with an open mind will forever despise hunters who slaughter entire packs by shooting

them from low flying airplanes. Ms.

A true story of two people, their wolf-dog and their amazing adventures with wild wolves in Canada's

far north tundra and frozen ocean.Helen Thayer, a recipient of many awards and honored by the

White House, is a veteran world wide explorer over many years. She and her husband explore the

world's remote places seeking material to add to their highly successful educational programs which

I and fellow educators nationwide use in classrooms.Her writing and lectures have inspired people

of all ages in many countries. I had the pleasure of meeting this dynamic 66 year old, five feet two

inch woman after she spoke at a national corporate convention in Florida.This is a true life

experience of living among wild wolf packs in which Charlie, her Inuit dog who once saved her life

from a polar bear attack, is the story's star. Just as POLAR DREAM was, this new book is well

written with vivid description that takes you on this remarkable journey. This very different approach

to wolf study is a welcome addition to our knowledge of these animals. We see the close

relationship of many species of animals sharing wild wolf habitat, and at times depending on each

other.Her first book, POLAR DREAM, tells of her adventure with Charlie when she became the first

woman to walk alone pulling her own sled without dog teams or snowmobiles to the Magnetic North

Pole.This exciting story and THREE AMONG THE WOLVES are on the same informative, page

turning level. The observation of wild wolf family life, their ability to adjust their survival skills, the

raising of the pups and even the concern over an injured family member show close observation

and remarkable intuitive understanding of wolf behavior.
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